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Introppction – Team leapership
Research management is increasingly complex. Heterogeneous demands are placed on research group
leaders through heightened accountability combined with tght competton for increasingly scarce funds.
Disciplinary and strictly scientic exigencies run in parallel to more societal oriented agendas such as
Responsible Research and Innovaton (RRI) while research itself increasingly requires an entrepreneurial
approach. The research group is the basic organizatonal unit under the direct management of the team
leader where these demands are played out.

Why are team leapers important?
Research group leaders have a pivotal positon in-between the wider research environment and the direct
management of human resources and social relatons “in the lab”. Leaders are responsible for developing
a resource strategy, the management of the research process itself (staf hiring, team climate), motvatng
peers through their scientic leadership as well as securing the visibility and collaboraton network of the
group. Gender and wider diversity aspects are important across these team dimensions. Apart from the
organizatonal context, team leaders are key for setng the overall attude towards gender issues inside
the team that range from monitoring equal partcipaton of all team members to guaranteeing a safe,
harassment free environment.

Key points anp recommenpations
Having a compettve but cohesive research team depends on many factors that can broadly be divided
into two areas: irst, access to a diverse set of resources (funds, ideas, knowledge, etc.) and second, the
management of these (diverse) resources in order to achieve the team's (scientic) vision. The key process
to highlight is “informaton integraton” during which team members collaborate in order to convert
distributed, personal informaton and experience into new knowledge. Gender bias can undermine this
team efort – with team leaders holding a key positon to mitgate its efects.


Awareness raising concerning gender bias in science and teams is a crucial irst step. However,
lecture based ant-bias training without transfer to real work contexts is of limited value. Team
leaders can actvely challenge stereotypes by facilitatng regular contact among all team
members and alternatng roles and responsibilites among staf such as inclusion of seniors
and more juniors roles in decision-making. Leaders should challenge team members
concerning their socio-cultural assumptons regarding their colleagues.



Among the most important elements of a well-functoning team is mutual “trust” among its
members. Researchers and other staf need to feel safe in order to voice potentally “risky”
ideas or be critcal with peers. Team leaders are vital for nurturing a healthy team climate for
example through team building actvites. In additon, leaders attudes towards harassment
and mistreatment set the overall tone of what is “tolerated”, enforcing organizatonal policies
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and hence a safe work environment.


The importance of efectve communicaton can hardly be overstated for well-functoning
teams. However, status and power hierarchies conditon which informaton gets shared.
Leaders need to assure equal partcipaton of women and men across junior and seniority
roles in meetngs and make sure all voices are heard. Confict can be a valuable resource to
prevent premature conclusions – but needs to be monitored in order to not spiral out of
control.



Nonverbal communicaton (eye contact, turn-taking, body posture) is important for the
reproducton of gendered interacton hierarchies. These semi-automatc gestures are hard to
address and change. Newer research shows that simple tricks such as taking team members
for a walk breaks up confrontatonal and exposed communicaton setngs (meetngs) in favor
of less biased, safer interacton styles.



Team leaders are also responsible for establishing mechanism within the team for distributon
the credit of collectve work. Given the positve role of teams for mitgatng the productve gap
between women and men, team leaders have to assure fair and transparent allocaton rules
that beneit all members equally.



A variety of team training schemes do exist that assist team leaders to be atentve not just
the scientic leadership but to foster and train team skills (e.g. communicaton) as well as
team attudes (trust, team orientaton). “Cross-training” speciically can help teams to
develop knowledge about roles and capabilites of diverse team members.
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